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Abstract. This paper presents a hardware implementation of a novel method to operate
a photovoltaic-based electric power system at its maximum power point. A maximum
power point tracing (MPPT) algorithm named decremented window-scanning (DWS) is
proposed and validated in real experiments. The scanning process operates based on
perturbing signal with variable duty ratios of the pulse-width modulated signal applied to a
DC-DC converter circuit in the MPPT module. The characteristic of the proposed MPPT
algorithm is its simplicity to implement on a microcontroller device. It consumes 11,518
bytes memory, or 37% of total 30,720 byte available memory slots in the microcontroller.
The MPPT algorithm is tested using 100Wp photovoltaic (PV) panel under three different
partial shading conditions. The experimental results show that the MPPT unit can find
the expected duty ratios that can turn the PV unit to operate at its maximum power
points.
Keywords: Maximum power point tracing (MPPT) algorithm, Power electronics, Scan-
ning-based MPPT algorithm, Photovoltaic systems, Decremented window-scanning

1. Introduction. Environment issue is one of main factors to accelerate the optimal uses
of renewable energies. Wind energy, fuel cell, photovoltaic and thermoelectric generator
are promising technologies that can potentially replace the use of fossil fuel energies.
To make use of renewable energies, an appropriate power system generation is required.
According to the power generation volume, renewable energy-based (RE-based) power
system generation can be classified into large scale, medium scale, small scale and micro
scale power system generation. Home scale RE-based power system generation can be
classified into the micro scale system. A house locally powered by renewable energies,
such as photovoltaic energy, or renown as an energy autonomy house, will be a trending
issue in the future.

This paper discusses an issue in home scale renewable energy-based power system gen-
eration, which is based on hybrid photovoltaic-grid power supply system. The hybrid
system is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of an MPPT module, which is the main
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Figure 1. A home scale power supply system based on DC coupled
photovoltaic-grid

domain discussion of this paper, an energy storage unit, an inverter used to convert DC
power to AC power, and a rectifier that converts AC power grid to DC power. The energy
storage unit is used to store excessive energy from PV panels and to dispatch energy when
renewable energy is not available. Since renewable energy, including solar energy is an
ambient energy, a hybrid home scale power supply system should be combined with AC
power grid. In the figure, it seems that the DC power from photovoltaic (PV) panels is
combined with the AC power grid with DC coupling technique. However, this issue is not
discussed further in this paper.
In the hybrid RE-based power supply system described before, there are some important

issues to address. One of the important issues in the systems is the continuous operations
of the PV system in its maximum power point. This issue must be addressed, because
of the characteristic of recently developed solar cell technologies. Figure 2(a) presents a
power curve that represents the power characteristic of a PV panel. It is very important
that a PV system operates at its maximum power point (MPP). MPP is an operating
point, at certain current value (Impp) and voltage value (Vmpp) in the PV power curve,
where maximum power from the PV system is delivered. ISC is a short circuit current,
as the PV operates at a zero voltage point. When the PV operates between the zero
voltage point and the maximum voltage value (Vmpp), the power tends to increase linearly
until it reaches its maximum power value (Pmpp). When a PV module operates between
the Vmpp and its open circuit voltage (VOC), the output current of the PV panel will drop
drastically until it reaches its zero current value. Therefore, although the voltage becomes
higher, the output power will drop due to the current drop. The PV does not fully convert
the solar energy to be electric energy, but part of them is converted to thermal energy.
In order to maintain a PV system operating at its maximum power point, a maximum

power point tracking (MPPT) controller system should be proposed and designed to over-
come the problem. An MPPT control algorithm that is designed to keep the PV system
working in its maximum power point is commonly called the maximum power point track-
ing algorithm or MPPT algorithm. There are many techniques to implement the MPPT
algorithm. One of the famous methods is named perturb-and-observe (P&O) technique.
Using this method, the implemented control unit will perturb the power converter circuit
(a boost or a buck-boost converter) with a pulse-width modulated (PWM) signal. The
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PWM perturbation is normally started with a pre-determined duty ratio. As the PWM
signal is applied, the output power of the PV modules is measured.

Another important issue in the PV operation is partial shading problem. When any
parts of the PV surface are covered by materials, or the sunlight direction to any parts of
the PV surface is shadowed by certain objects, then the partial shading problem occurs.
Figure 2(b) shows power curves of a PV panel in normal condition or when a partial
shading takes place. In the partial shading condition, the power curve is normally dropped,
including the maximum power point (MPP). When the PV cells are configured with a
bypass/blocked diode, a few local maximum power points (LMPPs) appear in the power
curve beside the global maximum power point (GMPP). GMPP is the highest maximum
power point in the power curve. In this condition, an extra control algorithm in the MPPT
unit must be implemented. The control algorithm should be able to find the global MPP.
Otherwise, the MPPT unit will operate the PV at the unexpected MPP or be trapped at
a local MPP.

(a) PV characteristic (b) PC curve due to partial shading

Figure 2. PV characteristic without and with partial shading condition

There is some literature that proposes conventional and non-conventional techniques
to handle the partial shading problem. Our paper presents a new simple idea to design
an MPPT control algorithm and its real hardware implementation to solve the partial
shading problem. The implemented MPPT algorithm is named “decremented window-
size scanning method” and will be later explained in detail. The rest parts of the paper
are discussed in the following section. Section 2 gives some previous works related to
our current work. Section 3 discusses the electronic hardware and embedded software
implementation of the MPPT system. Section 4 presents the experimental results to test
the MPPT module under partial shading conditions. Section 5 summarizes the work and
gives brief outlooks.

2. Related Works and Contribution. There are many techniques that can be used
to operate PV systems in its maximum power point. MPPT algorithms have been im-
plemented using conventional and non-conventional methods such as artificial neural net-
works (ANNs), fuzzy logic systems, and nature-inspired algorithms such as particle swarm
optimization (PSO) methods. Each of the engineering approaches has advantages and dis-
advantages from specific viewpoints.

Conventional methods can be implemented using for example, incremental conductance
[1,2], perturb-and-observe with binary searching [3], and fractional short-circuit current
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method [4]. Another conventional MPPT technique is hill climbing method [5]. Conven-
tional methods are simple to implement, but they can suffer from any conditions, where
partial shadows are difficult to predict. In any cases, compounding the conventional tech-
niques with other non-conventional can improve the MPPT’s performances.
Non-conventional methods are more complex to implement, but they can find opti-

mal solution under highly non-linear power point curves. The work in [6] discusses the
use of fuzzy adaptive radial basis function neural network (RBF-NN) to implement the
MPPT algorithms. This work combines fuzzy logic, which is used to search for a vari-
able voltage step size that reduces oscillation around an MPP, and an adaptive RBF-NN,
which is used to maintain the PV module voltage at its optimal state resulted from the
fuzzy logic system. The implementation of fuzzy logic controller (FLC) for the MPPT is
also presented in [7,8]. The fuzzy controller can be used to continuously track the non-
linear characteristics of PV modules, where its membership functions are optimized using
metaheuristic techniques [9]. The FLC can also be combined with a specialized adaptive
calculation block to improve the accuracy and the speed of the global MPP searching
[10]. The adaptive calculation block is used to generate a reference voltage for each MPP
voltage according to any variable atmospheric conditions.
The work in [11] uses Gaussian support vector machine and artificial neural network

techniques. The work in [12] uses a standard PSO with perturb-and-observe (P&O) al-
gorithm to harvest maximum energy from PV panels, while the work in [13] uses an
improved PSO called grey wolf optimization, and [14] uses simplified accelerated PSO
(SAPSO), which combines PSO algorithm and the traditional hill climbing algorithm.
The neuro-fuzzy system can also be used to improve the performance of the conventional
incremental-conductance (IC) MPPT method [15]. The neuro-fuzzy controller is used to
adapt the step size of the incremental conductance MPPT method.
In terms of signal processing method, the MPPT algorithm can be implemented in

analog or in digital signal processing. In general, most of MPPT algorithms presented
in literature use digital signal processing approach. An MPPT unit with analog signal
processing will require less devices or component and has potential to reduce power con-
sumption [16,17]. However, analog techniques are sensitive to noise and parameter drifts
of the components used in the analog circuits. Most of MPPT algorithms use digital tech-
nique. This technique is favorable due to its flexibility to reconfigure the implemented
MPPT algorithms.
An MPPT algorithm in PV system application using partitioned self-adaption variable

step size is discussed in [18]. The work in [19] proposes an MPPT algorithm that uses a
variable step algorithm to ensure the current control signal. The signal is used to obtain
a control actuation based on predicted mean value. Another work that uses scan methods
to search for a global MPPT is for example presented in [20]. It periodically inspects the
voltage-current of PV panels in real time to detect hotspot PV cells, which is used to
determine a partial shading condition. The work uses perturbing voltage (∆V ) of about
0.1V, with sampling interval (∆t) of 1s. The work in [21] avoids to use a blind global scan
techniques, by determining the appearance of partial shading and computing the number
of local MPPs. Similar to the previous work, it scans also using perturbing voltage ∆V .
The complexity of the non-conventional methods can give negative impact to power

consumption of the computing algorithms. ANN-based approach for example requires
large collective data to train the corresponding ANN. Therefore, any situations that are
not represented by the training data could degrade the system performance, and a new
training process is then required. However, in some cases, the ANN-based techniques can
outperform the conventional techniques.
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Our work presents a new MPPT algorithm called decremented window-size (DWS)
scanning. The DWS scanning-based MPPT method is implementable on a microcontroller
unit with relatively low computing complexity. Compared to non-conventional techniques,
which use, e.g., artificial neural network, fuzzy logic systems and/or bio/nature-inspired
algorithms, the DWS scanning method is classified into a conventional technique, which is
simple to implement. A prior knowledge and information about PV characteristics, which
is used to train the system like in non-conventional techniques, is not required. Therefore,
once the MPPT module gets started, the algorithm will directly work to search for a global
MPP without the offline pre-computation training program.

Compared to some of the aforementioned works that use perturbing voltage, our pro-
posed DWS scanning method uses perturbing duty cycle (∆D) to observe the power
points. The perturbing duty cycle is easier to implement in a microcontroller unit, since
this parameter is directly tuned in the corresponding computer program. Compared to a
few works as mentioned before, our MPPT module does not use an adaptive or variable
step size in the scanning process. The adaptive technique can improve the MPPT perfor-
mance, but it makes the computer program more complex and consumes more computing
power and energy.

3. Hardware and Software Design. There are two main parts of the designed MPPT
module, i.e., a hardware module and an embedded software. The hardware is realized
in a printed circuit board (PCB), where a microcontroller is mounted on the PCB. The
software is embedded in the microcontroller, which is a soft implementation of the decre-
mented window-scanning (DWS) MPPT algorithm. Both main parts are described in the
following subsections.

3.1. The MPPT system diagram. Figure 3 shows the proposed block diagram of
an MPPT unit that will be discussed in this paper. A single-ended primary inductive
converter (SEPIC) circuit is used as a power circuit bridge to deliver power from the
PV panel to the system load. The MPPT algorithm, embedded on a microcontroller,
generates a pulse-width modulated (PWM) signal with variable duty ratio, that is used

Figure 3. The block diagram of the proposed MPPT unit
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to control the SEPIC circuit through a MOSFET’s gate driver. The MPPT is energized
from the PV power through a 3.3-5V DC voltage regulator. The MPPT measures PV’s
output power and SEPIC’s output power by sensing the voltage and current from both
output terminals. It measures also electric current flowing to the gate driver. The current
measurement is used to analyze the power consumption of the MPPT module.

3.2. The MPPT hardware module. The hardware module consists of two main boa-
rds, i.e., a microcontroller unit (MCU) board and a power electronic board, named also
as the MPPT circuit board. On the power electronic board, there are a DC-DC power
converter circuit, sensor circuits, and other electronic parts such as voltage regulator,
passive components, fuse, and heat sink. The hardware photograph of the power electronic
board is presented in Figure 4(a). On the MCU board, there is a microcontroller, in which
an MPPT control algorithm is embedded. The explanation about the soft implementation
of the algorithm will be presented in Section 3.3.

(a) Hardware photograph (b) Hardware wiring

Figure 4. The photograph and wiring diagram of the electronic hardware

Figure 4(b) presents the hardware wiring diagram of the boards illustrated under simu-
lated experimental situation. The output terminal of the MPPT circuit board is connected
to a reconfigurable load cell (Resistor 2× 300Ω, 150 Watt). In the experiments, the load
cell is set to 150, 300 and 600Ω to test the performance of the MPPT circuit. To set
150Ω, two resistors are configured in parallel connection. To set 300Ω, a single resistor is
used, and to set 600Ω, two resistors are configured in series connection. The MCU board
can also be connected to a PC through a USB connector. The data measurements from
the voltage and current sensors are sent via this USB link. In the PC, a graphical user
interface (GUI) is developed and installed for user interface.
In the MPPT board, a single-ended primary inductive converter (SEPIC) circuit is

used to convert the DC input power from the PV panels into maximized DC output
power. Two toroidal ferrite cores, having parameters 1.5mH, 8.28A, 100mΩ, are used to
implement inductor elements in the circuit. The coupling capacitor, C1, is set 100nF, and
the output capacitor, C2 is set 1000µF, having 50V rating. MOSFET type IRFP460 is used
to implement the electronic switch. The PWM signal is generated using ATmega328P,
an 8-bit microcontroller from Atmel, through a gate driver circuit using an optocoupler
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(TLP250) and MOSFET driver (IR2117). Power from PV is used to supply the electronic
devices using a step-down regulator LM2573.

The maximum power is obtained by finding the best duty cycle of a pulse-width modu-
lated (PWM) signal applied to a MOSFET gate used in the SEPIC converter circuit. The
MPPT algorithm embedded in the microcontroller will find this expected duty ratio using
the proposed DWS algorithm. Two sensors, i.e., a voltage sensor and a current sensor,
are used and sent to the microcontroller unit. The measured data from both sensors are
calculated in the MPPT algorithm to obtain the PV power.

3.3. The MPPT algorithm (embedded software). The flow chart of the DWS
MPPT algorithm is presented in Figure 5. The algorithm starts with three initial pa-
rameter values, i.e., StartBit, EndBit and ScanWidth. The StartBit is the first scan point of
the scanning range (scan window). The EndBit is the last scan point, while the ScanWidth
is the length of the scanning range. The StartBit and the EndBit points are always updat-
ed. The ScanWidth is set constant for all scanning processes. The BitMax is a temporary
point, by which the temporary maximum power point value (Pmax) is obtained.

The BalanceBit is the step width value of the scanning process. For each iteration, the
temporary BitMax is always set or located between the StartBit and the EndBit. Once
scanning process gets started, the counting bit (CntBit) as the incremented scanning point,
is set equal to the StartBit. Then, the scanning process starts looking for a maximum
power point through the increment of the scanning point with the BalanceBit step width.

The proposed DWS algorithm works based on the following power measurement mech-
anism. The microcontroller generates a pulse with a certain duty ratio. When a higher
power point is found larger than the previous power, a temporary maximum power value
is stored as Pmax, as well as the point BitMax, that can generate the temporary power
point Pmax. The algorithm will end, when the BalanceBit is zero, or the scanning process
is finished, where in this case the maximum power point should have been found.

The MPPT algorithm is implemented on Atmega328 microcontroller from Atmel. The
algorithm consumes 11,518 bytes memory, or 37% of total 30,720 byte available memory
slots in the microcontroller. Moreover, the global variable uses 461 bytes (22%) of dynamic
memory, leaving 1,587 bytes for local variables of maximum 2,048 bytes.

4. Experimental Setup and Testing Results. The electronic hardware has been test-
ed under three different scenarios. Figure 6 presents the test setup of the three scenarios
as well as the PV output power measurements for each scenario. The MPPT algorithm
embedded on the microcontroller is then run to maximize the power transfer. As shown
in the figure, the measured voltage and current sensor data are monitored and stored in
the computer. A user interface is also designed to enable us to monitor online the power
measurements. The specification of the used PV panel in the experiments is shown in
Table 1. The panel is maximum rated power of 100 Watt. Its open-circuit is about 22.41V
and its short-circuit current is about 6.2A.

The experiments are aimed at measuring the performance of the DWS algorithm. The
testing is made using a single PV module under sun shine condition at 13:00 local time.
Each of three partial scenarios is tested using 3 different resistance loads, i.e., 150, 300
and 600 Ohm. Partial shadows are made by covering some small surface areas of the
PV module. Certainly, there are many other partial shadowing conditions that can be
created. However, only three selected scenarios are tested in the experiments, which are
explained in the following subsections.

Figure 6 shows three partial shading scenarios and their testing results show the PV
power output measurements of each scenario. Figure 6(a) presents the partial shadow
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Figure 5. The flow chart of the decremented window-size scanning-based
MPPT algorithm

condition 1, where a covering material is applied on the upper-left side of the PV panel
surface. The partial shadow condition 2 is presented in Figure 6(c), where the covering
materials are respectively applied on the upper-left side and on the center of the PV
panel surface. In the partial shadow condition 3 presented in Figure 6(e), three covering
materials are applied on the upper-left side, on the center and on the bottom-left side,
respectively, on the PV panel surface.
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(a) Scenario 1 (Test setup) (b) Scenario 1 (Testing result)

(c) Scenario 2 (Test setup) (d) Scenario 2 (Testing result)

(e) Scenario 3 (Test setup) (f) Scenario 3 (Testing result)

Figure 6. Partial shading scenarios and the testing results by measuring
the PV power outputs
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Table 1. The specification of the used PV panel

Rated maximum power 100w
VOC (Open-circuit voltage) 22.41
VOP (Vmpp) 17.9V
ISC (Short-circuit current) 6.2A
IOP (Impp) 5.59A
Output tolerance +/−3%
Temperate coefficient of ISC +/−3%/◦C
Temperate coefficient of VOC (0.10+/−0.01)%/◦C
Temperate coefficient of power VOC −0.47%/◦C
Temperature range −40◦C to +80◦C
Frame Heavy duty aluminum

Kind of glass and its thickness
Low iron, high transparency tempered glass of
3.2mm

SLA battery voltage 12V
Dimensions (L × W × H)mm 665× 996× 35mm (26.16× 39.3× 1.37 inch)
Weight 19.85lbs (9kg)

For the three scenarios, Figure 6(b), Figure 6(d) and Figure 6(f) show respectively
three curves, i.e., the duty ratio, the input power of the MPPT circuit and the output
power curve of the MPPT circuit for three different loads. The input power is related
to the output power of the PV panel. It seems from the figure that MPPT algorithm
tracks the power points by scanning the power using duty-ratio scanning. From all the
aforementioned figures (all scenarios), it seems that in the first scanning step (the 9th

until 28th scanning step), the significant differences of the input and output power curves
are clear. In the first domain scanning windows, the MPPT module measures the power
points using the perturbing PWM signals with 5% duty ratio until 90% duty ratio. In
the second scanning step, the range of the duty ratios of the perturbing PWM signals
becomes smaller. It then becomes smaller, in the third domain scanning window. The
output powers show the same tendency for all scenarios. Those cases happen because
the domain of searching area of the peak power points is reduced and finally the MPP is
trapped or found.
From the three experiments with different partial shading scenarios, we can also see

that the efficiency of the MPPT operation becomes better for higher load values. It means
that the MPPT works more efficienctly, when the PV system is not overloaded. Lower
load value means that there are many loads connected in parallel, making the total load
value lower. Table 2 gives the summary of the data measurements from the experiments.
In the experiments, the consumption of the microcontroller unit is measured. For in-

stance, using 150Ω load under the partial shading condition 2, when the MPPT algorith-
m operates under partial shading scenario 2, the driver circuit consumes current about
0.02-0.24A, while the microcontroller consumes current about 0.05-0.34A. The consumed
current by the microcontroller is measured at the voltage regulator terminal for the mi-
crocontroller. Unfortunately, as far as we try, we cannot find any references that report
the power consumption of its electronic control unit and driver circuit. Hence, we cannot
make a comparative study regarding this power aspect.

5. Conclusions and Outlooks. This paper has presented a simple method to trace
maximum power points of the PC operation using scanning method. The window or
frame size of the scanning domain is decremented in every step cycle. The decrease step
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Table 2. Summary of the data measurements from the experiments

Scenario, VIN VOUT Duty PIN POUT Eff.
Load in Ω (Volt) (Volt) (%) (Watt) (Watt) (%)

Scenario 1, 150 12.07 31.88 43.53 17.38 8.29 47.69
Scenario 1, 300 12.42 45.18 41.57 17.88 11.3 63.15
Scenario 1, 600 12.96 68.95 51.76 22.8 19.9 87.6
Scenario 2, 150 13.01 34.87 40.39 20.42 9.76 47.8
Scenario 2, 300 10.58 41.21 44.71 16.19 10.71 66.19
Scenario 2, 600 9.87 50.89 47.06 12.73 10.69 83.94
Scenario 3, 150 10.21 30.59 54.12 17.36 9.18 52.87
Scenario 3, 300 10.55 38.22 47.06 14.03 8.79 62.65
Scenario 3, 600 11.14 59.44 47.06 16.71 14.27 87.36

is intended to trap the maximum power operation points of the PV system under varying
partial shading conditions. The DWS MPPT algorithm does not require prior informa-
tion about the PV installation condition and can be implemented in a microcontroller
with simple iterative programming algorithm. The MPPT is also simple to implement. It
requires only 11,518 bytes memory, or about 37% of total 30,720 byte available memory
slots in the used microcontroller.

The effectiveness of the proposed method has been tested in the real experiments un-
der three different partial shading conditions with different load conditions. The average
current consumption of the driver circuit for the different scenarios is about 20mA, and
for the controller unit is about 30mA. Comparative study to other references regarding
this aspect is not made, since as far as we try, we cannot find any references that report
the power consumption of its electronic control unit and driver circuit.

Besides the advantageous feature of the MPPT method mentioned above, it leaves
also any shortage. When the scanning is rescheduled due to the change of global MPP
following climate change, the starting point of the scanning will start from the previously
set initial point. In this condition, the maximum power delivery is interrupted for a while,
although the global MPP will be finally found again. In the future, it is challenged to find
the new initial starting point to avoid the aforementioned problem. Non-conventional and
statistical methods can be proposed, combined with the existing technique, to find the
best initial scanning point.
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